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been raising great sums of money by the ordinary taxation and by the newly invented Excise: they were mining great numbers of the Cavaliers by confiscating their estates altogether; those who asked to buy them back by " compounding" with a proportion of their value were told they must first sign the hated Covenant; and while many of the old clergy were expelled from their parishes and left to beggary or a tiny pension, Parliament had control of the great revenues of the bishoprics. As Parliament had ceased to keep any accounts, no one knew what was happening to the money. But it was common knowledge that members were growing rich on the bribery connected with the system of compounding, and that they had long been voting each other money as compensation for " sufferings " in the Parliamentary cause and for private money spent on the war. Meanwhile it was not only the Scots that remained unpaid; the wages of Parliament's own army were months in arrears. Unpopular because of high taxation, suspected of very serious corruption, Parliament was proposing to force upon England a Presby-r terian Church for which there was little enthusiasm and a great deal of violent opposition throughout the country.
That opposition was strongest in Parliament's own army, where there was an effective demand for religions toleration. It is only reasonable to assume that the majority of the soldiers would have been glad to disband and go home. But it was folly to expect they would do sq while their pay was still denied them and their masters in Parliament were passing laws to bind their consciences, and even their daily habits, in bonds far narrower than any that Laud had forged. Parliament had only itself to blame when the troops refused to disperse unpaid, or be shipped to Ireland for further: campaigns. The began to elect committees and "agitators" (agents, should call them) to enforce their political demands, £ regiment turned itself into a debating society and (Sscf the most exalted mterjaretations of Chrgtfemt^

